
VIEW IN BROWSER

The common dedication between La Maison du Whisky and Navigate World Whisky to represent and make 
available the world’s most exclusive whiskies, rums, and other fine spirits, has made enormous strides in year 
one. This year, despite the different legal barriers between countries abroad and South Africa (700ml 
abroad, 750ml in South Africa), we have taken this even further! For the very first time the Artist Collective 
range has been developed in a 750ml format. Alongside the 700ml release of Artist Collective 5.0 in France, 
our esteemed partners, La Maison du Whisky, were able to jointly bottle five expressions from their range, 
exclusively for the South African market and we’re bringing it to you!

SHOP NOW

MEET THE RANGE – IN OUR RECOMMENDED TASTING ORDER!

ARTIST COLLECTIVE 5.0

Five incredible Scottish distilleries!

GLENLOSSIE 12 YO 2009 

The wonderfully fresh, honeyed, and lemony palette of flavours and 
aromas revealed by this Glenlossie, immediately take us to the heart of 
Speyside. With it come delicious notes of honey and an originality 
illustrated by the presence of unusual tastes and fragrances. The balsamic 
and peppery vegetal notes that gain the upper hand on the finish are the 
perfect example.

SHOP NOW

Speyside, Single Malt, 43% 
Limited edition of 448 bottles

BENRINNES 11 YO 2010 

Each linked closely together by a skilfully woven malty tapestry, the three 
stages in the tasting of this incredible Benrinnes are nonetheless entities 
(in their own right). The nose’s intensely floral character and the palate’s 
abundantly fruity temperament precede a wonderfully chocolaty, roasted, 
and spicy finish that reveals an impressively mature and fresh expression.

SHOP NOW

Speyside, Single Malt, 48%
Limited edition of 760 bottles

BEN NEVIS 6 YO 2014

This very typical version of Ben Nevis wonderfully illustrates the unique 
character of a single malt that is deeply cherished by many enthusiasts. 
The very nuanced palette of flavours and aromas is sculpted by a classic yet 
exotic oxidative fruitiness, a very subtle floral character, numerous 
aromatic plants that shake up the established order, and spices that unite 
diversity and nobility.

SHOP NOW

Highlands, Single Malt, 57.1%
Limited edition of 516 bottles 

CAOL ILA 10 YO 2010 

Following in the footsteps of the outstanding Caol Ila 2012 found in the 
2021 Creation Catalogue French Connections (La Maison du Whisky), this 
version showcases the wonderful complexity afforded by the combination 
of peated malted barley and sherry wine. Further highlighting this 
complicity, the flavour and aroma palette energetically reveals stunning 
fruity, chocolaty, malty, salty, smoky, peaty, spicy, and floral sequences.

SHOP NOW

Islay, Single Malt, 48%
Limited edition of 692 bottles 

SHOP NOW

Islay, Single Malt, 57.1%
Limited edition of 606 bottles 

BUNNAHABHAIN 7 YO 2013

This version could not be more characteristic of Bunnahabhain and begins 
by revealing the full breadth of its flavour and aroma palette with rare 
generosity and candour. It then does everything in its power to highlight 
its full complexity and depth. Intensely malty, peaty, medicinal, salty and 
ashy, it is also wonderfully floral, fruity, honeyed and minty.

EXTENDING THE RANGE TO SOUTH AFRICA

MEET THE ARTISTS

This year, Artist Collective’s identity is drawn from one of the leading artistic movements of our time. Graphic 
designs are exhibited on the labels as though in a gallery. Each artist bringing their own very personal touch 
that echoes the richness of the single malts selected. In the same way, each of the single malts that make up our 
Artist Collective range draws the richness of its olfactory and gustatory palette from the marriage of several 
casks. Devoted to diversity, every region, and every style of Scottish single malt, peated and unpeated, are 
represented. Within this range we also find 43%, 48%, 57.1% (100 proof) and cask-strength bottlings. 

Established in 2020, Navigate World Whisky™ (Pty) Ltd is a distributor of world-class fine spirits with the 

ambition of bringing excellence to the market. We are the proud representatives in Southern Africa of several 

iconic distilleries and brands, in addition to our exclusive NWW bottlings.
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Follow us on social media

SHOP NOW

www.SpiritsSouthAfrica.co.zaThe full portfolio will be available to purchase on our online platform. 

Artist collectives have always been places of exchange, inspiration, and creativity. Each bottling enables 
enthusiasts to discover a different facet of the world of single malts through a wide range of maturation 
techniques, bottling strengths and regions.
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